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Abstract  

Formation of Identity and gender discrimination is one of the governing subjects in our Society and Sociology in particular. 
Various sociologists have mentioned that we live in a society with binary oppositions. Each social issue can be seen through various 
contradictory lenses and framing a simple definition is a way more difficult task than it seems to be. The word 'trafficking' is hilarious 
because a notion of barbarism dominates to define the term. Today in the world of progression, a lot of organized crimes are prevalent 
in society and especially on certain sections of the society. Based on gender discourse, sexual exploitation has become conventional 
along with the other issues. The primary causes of trafficking of women for sexual purpose are unemployment, illiteracy, population 
explosion along with poverty. Crime and criminal are interconnected and the root is somehow psychosocial, although in trafficking, 
traffickers link it with economic and sexual profit. Sex trafficking is a kind of sexual violation where the entire world has been 
suffering. NGOs have been doing well to fight against this maltreatment of women and culture. Nowadays social media, mass 
communication plays an evident role and highlights how gender discrimination pays fodder to sex trade. Beside this, the social 
workers face a lot of challenges to recover the victims of trafficking. Sociologist and social activists have mentioned that women are 
treated as goods and commodity after being trafficked. They are sexually harassed and exploited. Especially the women from the 
marginalised and deprived areas often face this challenge. The entire society needs to stand for education and gender equality to 
abolish this crime. This research would aim to discover various issues related to Trafficking. 
 
Keywords: Trafficking, Identity, Gender Discrimination, Psychology, Communication, Maltreatment of Culture, Population 
Explosion, Sexual Profit. 

 
Introduction 
            In the era of globalisation, the topic "trafficking of women for sexual purpose" is a social fact and explicitly portray the proof 
of social decline and degradation. Before having disclosed the causes of its occurrence, one must live in the reality that our society is 
based on gender discrimination and from this very context, the webs of trafficking enlarge its black eyes on which women are the 
nothing but helpless victims. Trafficking of women is an organized crime, which is being increased day after day internationally as it 
creates a space for the traffickers to do so for the purpose of economic gain. This issue is not only predominant in developing country 
but also the developed countries. In continuation with that issue, it seems to be confessed that the violation of human rights is 
translucent. In the discussion of trafficking of women, sexual exploitation is obvious in most of the cases and simultaneously 
economic exploitation cannot be excluded. 

 
  Poverty is the major objective and due to this, woman become the prey or victim for the purpose of complying to meet the 
essential necessities of life. In doing so they willingly or unwillingly get associated with sexual work. Traffickers take the major step 
in this manner after observing their marginalised status and entrapped situation. Somehow women are being entrapped as they are 
considered economic liability for most of the Indian family. In a survey on West Bengal, especially in the marginalised area, women 
cannot find better option as for the purpose of gender discrimination moves them backward and they are deprived to continue their 
lives and or assist their family by their own earning. In this occurrence they are stamped as goods or commodities, and to abolish this 
curse, they themselves choose prostitution as profession. This attempt not only exploit their gender identity but also the exploit their 
mental health. Behind the easy establishment of life or meeting their basic needs, they are forced to move towards darkness. Although 
they are getting meagre earnings from this profession but they have lost their freedom, and having lost their freedom they have also 
suffer identity crisis. Sex is a biological construction but gender is the social construction. But the patriarchal society deprives female 
based on biological as well as social difference. Sex trafficking just like various other curse is a product of patriarchal institution. The 
traffickers are not only members of this institution but also the epitome of hyper-masculinity. Hughes (2005) in this occurrence 
claims: "If women really choose prostitution, why is it mostly marginalized and disadvantaged women who do? If we want to discuss 
the issue of choice, let’s look at who is doing the actual choosing work in the context of prostitution. Surely the issue is not why 
women allegedly choose to be in prostitution, but why men choose to buy the bodies of millions of women and children worldwide 
and call it sex." 
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Unemployment is the next cause that seems to be important. The first portion of this article is based on poverty from where 
the context of unemployment comes into reason when analysing the causes of sex trafficking. Economy is necessary for fulfilling 
everyone's basic needs. Karl Marx in the context of Marxist Feminism practically analysed that without economy and economic 
stability, a woman is valueless in society and she is unable to stand herself by the standards of society. From this value of thought, a 
women need jobs i.e. earnings. In order to ensure rapid growth of her income, she without being equipped with skill and training gets 
to seek for the other sources. The traffickers wait for such situations and they offer jobs to them. Without any notion about the reality, 
they are seized by traffickers. Then they are transported to brothel. In this relevance, illiteracy stands strongly in this row. Women in 
previous time could not get equal chances for education to their counterpart. Virginia Woolf in her "A Room of One's Own" 
suggestively mentioned how on the basis of gender discrimination Judith Shakespeare was captured in home but William 
Shakespeare's world was open for higher education. Feminism, especially the first wave and second wave gave importance on 
women's equal right to education. For illiteracy, woman has lost the value of life and traffickers wash their brain to mislead then in 
wrong way. They are trafficked for sexual purpose. Carolyn Spring's words are suggestive here, "There is a slave trade still in this 
country—yes, the real and horrific sex and human trafficking trade run by organized criminal gangs, which is appalling and must be 
stopped. But there's the hidden slavery too of children exploited and used within their own families, within organized and ritual abuse" 
(Barry1996). Migration due partition, war play major role for trafficking of women. Homeless people are the victims of exploitation as 
impostors and traffickers easily come and offer them penny and in exchange enjoy their body. In this critical situation a woman's 
family sometimes forces her to bring earnings and somehow a woman is so poor that she is compelled to accept the ugly offer. Almost 
every country in the world is the victim of partition and civil war. Traffickers use this situation for their purpose and they sell these 
destitute women to brothel. There in brothel, woman’s body falls a prey to evil masculinity. 

 
  This research is based on field works. Qualitative method and Case study method is applied to pursue how women are 
trafficked for sexual purpose and learn their lived experiences. The sample size is 31 women, who had been sex traffic victim and 
currently staying at Safe shelter home run by a Kolkata based NGO after being rescued. Government and shelter home had already 
contacted their guardians. The information has been collected from the victims directly. When spoken to the women, who have once 
stayed in brothel, most of them were not interested in disclosing their true identity. They were probably afraid of their traffickers and 
they are mentally tormented to disclose their identity. There are other minor issues for the trafficking of women for sexual purpose. 
Other than poverty, illiteracy, or unemployment along with migration are some of the other reasons. Women are aware of gender 
discrimination. Slavery is a major issue for trafficking of women along with sex trade. In " Sex Trafficking: Inside the Business of 
Modern Slavery" (Kara 2009), it is shown that trafficking of women for sexual purpose is a business where women are goods. This 
brutal action and brutality towards women by traffickers raise the major reason of trafficking. The reports also suggest that those who 
are physical challenged and are the victim of mental disorder are too transported to the land of darkness. Somewhere women are 
kidnapped and somewhere the victims are sold to traffickers by their guardians. So, I find out the major causes of trafficking of 
women for sexual purpose and exploitation. Henceforth this research aims to discover the practical reason for trafficking of women for 
sexual purpose. There are other causes behind brides and female-children being trafficked. In the lives of brides to some extent, their 
husbands play the key role of traffickers. Marital exploitation is also prominent in this reason where women are helpless even to 
protest against the brutality. The psychological dependency of women is the hindrance and they fail to stand strong in society. While 
going through the collected data it is evident that the world of women differentiates from the world of man. 

 
           Many initiatives have been taken to prevent the trafficking of women. European Commission Conference in Vienna in June 
1996 had a positive role to do it so. Following the provided guidelines and conclusions the NGOs and Social Authorities have joined 
their hands to stand against the maltreatment of culture. Judicial, migration authorities and law enforcement should also have taken 
part in it for a fruitful outcome. Any Society is not an isolated individual or a separate character, it is an organization of collective 
consciousness. One society connects with other ones nationally and internationally. Mass consciousness is also welcome to connect 
the network for the prevention of trafficking. To combat trafficking, the European Commission Conference guided the NGOs. The 
NGOs should be concerned about the victims of sexual exploitation and they must reach to them to enlarge their positive hands. The 
women who are entrapped in trafficking are the victims of humiliations, they are socially marginalised and face identity crisis. The 
members of the conference have been already taking steps and started working for this issue. They identify that the victims of sexual 
exploitation are psychologically weaker. Lack of awareness or information is another reason for continuation of trafficking of female 
child for sexual purpose. The NGOs and other social authorities work together to rescue the children. The social worker and thinker 
Kara (2009) has analysed this issue: "The kids separated from their parents suffer the same trauma as the victims of human trafficking, 
therefore the administration that conducts such savagery in the name of immigration law must face the same legal consequence as 
human traffickers do, and if law fails to hold them accountable, the people must do it." Davis (1992) was also conscious with his pen 
to highlight the social status of the abused and said "What freedom are we to find when our restless minds are enslaved under the 
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chains of human trafficking? What freedom do we preach when our females breathe through enraged wounds? They are used and 
abused, left in caves alienated and bruised." Already it has been discussed that the trafficking of women is an organized crime and it 
has been done by the organised criminals too. The IOM (International Organization for Migration) gives the report that almost 
5,00,000 women are trafficked in 1995. NGO like International Campaign to End Child Prostitution in Asian Tourism has presented 
the report that a huge number of children for the purpose of sexual exploitation have been trafficked from Russia, Belarus and 
Ukraine. India stands in first position for trafficking of women for sexual purpose. Illiteracy is one of the biggest issues here including 
population explosion. In fact, huge population is a challenge here that our country faces. In addition, today social media, electronic 
media, print media, mass communication and network connection are positively active. Everything is getting viral at a moment. This 
platform creates consciousness to prevent trafficking. Although education system has been changed but criminal activities have been 
growing on. In spite of all disputes, our society should be conscious and aggressive to face the challenge and curb its growth. 
  
          In Vienna Conference, it is said in a multidisciplinary way that every group or every professional needs to be given proper 
training to combat this disease. But it is a very challenging situation since even after three waves of feminism, the society have 
changed to certain extent but not entirely. The society should abolish both gender discrimination and patriarchal institution. The law 
and order in every country, every state needs to be immensely powerful, but somewhere the supremacy of the country or authority 
fails to do so. Social workers and media are threatened, they are not free-handed. Besides the migration law, law enforcement training 
and training in the social field needs to be given to the women. Here self-defence is necessary to save herself primarily. Although the 
poster and media campaign have been done widely but here traffickers throw their hindrances to stop campaign. Every nook and 
corner of the society, it is necessary to reach out the consciousness and a collective society should be built to combat the social curse 
of sex trafficking. The reliable data for locating the victim or racket is not available and it hampers to trace out the traffickers because 
he/ she is everywhere. For the collection of data, the social workers and researchers have faced various obstacles, this problem is the 
same regionally, nationally and internationally. The various points which are given by community and commission should be 
implemented carefully where cooperation and communication will be given the best importance. Proper education and education 
system is the primary way to erase this challenge but effective implementation of existing policies is also a challenge. In country like 
India, the legal process and the proceedings for trying a case takes exceptionally long time. The punishment of a traffickers is kept 
waited for probably a lifetime. Therefore, action turns into a challenge or unbearable time/ money taking process. For these purposes, 
women are sufferer as Kara (2009) points out suggestively, "Story humanizes the woman on the other end of the dollar. When we see 
the humanity in someone, it becomes difficult to sexualize and objectify them." Commercial sex is also a challenge for trafficking of 
women-sex as there is huge exploitation and risk found in it. It is necessary to reduce the demand of commercial sex to combat against 
the trafficking of women for sexual purpose. In this occurrence victims are entangled through false promises and debt. The 
Government or local authority should fulfil the basic needs of human life and control global market. 

 
          The trafficking of women for sexual purpose is a slavery. Trafficking Of Victims Protection Act of 2000 gives the definition of 
sex-trafficking as “the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, obtaining, patronizing, or soliciting of a person for the 
purpose of a commercial sex act.” In India, the economic unstable and social insecurity are responsible for this occurrence. This 
research aims to point out not only the causes of Women-trafficking but also explores the social status of the victims and how the 
victims can be rescued. This report tried to highlight how the value of women and their life can be protected. Gender a discriminatory 
category stratifies society into fragments and gender discrimination dehumanise women and their identity. This research has aimed to 
explore the possible ways through which the society can be enriched with equal rights.  
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